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A B S T R A C T

This study investigates the effect of roof and façade geometry on the mean wind flow and turbulence in street
canyons, as well as the ability of numerical simulation techniques in capturing the flow features. Numerical
experiments, using the large eddy simulation FLUENT code, have been conducted under neutral stability
conditions to test 5 building geometries: i) flat roof, ii) pitched roof, iii) round roof, iv) terraced building and v)
building with balconies. Wind tunnel experiments were also conducted for the first three geometries. The
simulation and experimental setups were closely matched and both featured configurations consisting of seven
building arrays. The results from the physical and numerical experiments concur that (i) in-canyon vortex
dynamics and over-canopy flow conditions, are strongly dependent on the geometric features of the buildings,
and (ii) pitched and round roof geometries increase in-canyon mean and turbulent velocities, as well as the
depth of the shear layer. The findings provide novel insight on the sensitivity of the flow and turbulence fields, as
well as the simulation quality, to urban topography, inflow conditions, and the Reynolds number. They also
underline the influence on the flow of small-scale features such as balconies, which are often ignored in prior
literature.

1. Introduction

As of 2015, more than half of the world's population is living in
towns or cities. The number of urban dwellers rose from 729 million in
1950 to 3.9 billion in 2014. By 2050, two out of three humans are
expected to be living in urbanized areas (WHO, 2014). The global
tendency towards urbanization deteriorates the urban air quality and
increases the Urban Heat Island (UHI) intensity, thus amplifying the
risk of exposure of citizens to discomfort and health hazards and
leading to higher energy demands for cooling (Fernando, 2010; Li and
Bou-Zeid, 2013; Li et al., 2014; Oke, 1973).

Air flow plays an important role in determining the urban micro-
climate and pollutant dispersion (Britter and Hanna, 2003). Regular
arrays of cubic buildings have been widely investigated to understand
the effect of morphological parameters, such as the plan area density λT
λT and the frontal area density λF on the street canyon air flow
dynamics (Grimmond et al., 1998). These parameters have been
utilized to describe urban areas as well as to define many empirical
urban boundary layer formulas. Using the alternative but related
parameters, Oke (1988) distinguished 3 different urban flow regimes,

depending on the street width (S) to building height (H) ratios: i) the
isolated roughness flow for low urban roughness levels generated by
large spacing between buildings (S/H≳3) such that the wake of one
building does not influence the next building downwind, ii) the wake
interference flow where building wakes start to influence the subse-
quent downwind structures (1/5≲S/H≲3), and the iii) skimming flow
for dense streets where the flow is deviated above the buildings with
little penetration into the canyon (S/H ≲1.5). This last regime is very
common in urban environments and is typically associated with
adverse air quality since the streets are poorly ventilated. Hosker
(1987) noted that when S/H is between 1.4 and 2.4, the wake of one
building interferes with the next one downstream, and that when the
separation is smaller than 1.4, different vortices are generated within
the canyon which depend on the aspect ratio.

The principal steady flow features in a canyon oriented perpendi-
cular to the approach flow are now well known from various published
studies (e.g. Hunter et al., 1990; Kastner-Klein et al., 2004; Kovar-
Panskus et al., 2002). Variations on the different flow regimes have also
been reported for example by Counehan (1971), Raupach et al. (1980).
Counter rotating flow recirculations were observed for narrower street
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canyons by Liu et al. (2004), Sini et al. (1996). Although to a lesser
extent, the influence of the building length (in the stream wise
direction, W) to height ratio, as well as the influence of the angle of
attack of the wind flow relative to the main street axis, have also been
researched. The angle of attack for example was found to influence the
formation of a mean recirculating flow in the street canyon (Yamartino
and Wiegand, 1986). Modelling of street canyon pollution was the
major topic of the European Research network named “Optimization of
Modelling Methods for Traffic Pollution in Streets”, with the short
acronym TRAPOS (Berkowicz, 2001). Within this network, the influ-
ence of traffic movement on turbulence and dispersion of pollutants,
the thermal effects on flow modification within street canyons, the
sensitivity of the flow and turbulence characteristics to the architecture
of the street, the implementation of pollution models for
Environmental Impact Assessment studies, and dispersion and trans-
formation processes of traffic-emitted particles were researched.

Most of these previous numerical and wind tunnel studies, devel-
oped to model street canyon flow and pollutant dispersion, have been
devoted to the exploration of idealized building configurations, i.e.
buildings of rectangular shapes and flat roofs. The influence of more
complex building geometries, such as variable building heights within
the street canyon or variable roof geometries, have more recently been
researched but only to a limited extend. Assimakopoulos et al. (2003)
studied the microscale model MIMO to take into account pollution
dispersion in the vicinity of buildings; different aspect ratios were
studied by changing the building height, and both street geometry and
building height were reported to influence the interaction between air
flow inside and above the street canyons. Baik et al. (1999) developed
similar building height variation studies in a water channel as well as
with numerical simulations using Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes
(RANS) simulations. They reported that, for the step-up notch geo-
metry, a vortex is observed in the canyon, while for the step-down
notch, two counter rotating vortices were observed. Rafailidis (1997),
Rafailidis and Schatzmann (1996) initiated the investigation of the
influence of pitched roof building arrays on street flow and pollutant
dispersion to conclude that altering the roof geometry can have a bigger
impact on urban air quality than modifying canyon aspect ratios.
Theodoridis and Moussiopoulos (2000) compared flat and pitched
roofs and reported that more complex vortex systems were developed
for the pitched roof geometries and that when a pitched roof is added to
a S/H=1 building configuration, a secondary strong vortex is developed
at the roof level. Xie et al. (2005) studied pitched roofs in combination
with flat roofs in different configurations to conclude that in-canyon
vortex dynamics and the characteristics of pollutant dispersion are
strongly dependent on roof shapes and ambient building structures.
Kastner-Klein and Plate (1999) showed results that give evidence that
roof shape can be an important factor in determining the vorticity
dynamics in the canyon and the intensity of pollutant transport
towards the downwind side of the canyon. Kastner-Klein et al. (2004)
performed wind tunnel studies of wedge-shaped, flat, and pitched
roofs, and tested them in various combinations to highlight that roof
geometry appears to have a strong influence on the vortex dynamics
and therefore also on the canyon ventilation mechanism. Huang et al.
(2009) revealed that inclined roofs affect in-canyon vortex dynamics
and the pollutant distribution. Yassin (2011) found that roof slopes are
important for street canyon air flow and pollutant concentration.
Kellnerova et al. (2012) developed wind tunnel measurements using
the PIV technique to compare the flow features generated by the
presence of flat and pitched roofs. They also reported that given the
presence of the sharp crease of the pitched roof, behind the roof top, an
intense vortex is generated. Takano and Moonen (2013) studied the
critical roof angles that generated a mean recirculating flow in the
street canyon. The number of vortices generated within the street
canyon was found to be dependent on the roof angle.

As described above, slanted and pitched roofs have been quite
extensively studied in prior literature; however, this is not the case for

round roof geometries. Dezső-Weidinger et al. (2003) performed wind
tunnel studies of an array of linear buildings with a round roof
geometry. However, given that the main focus of that study was the
exploration of a new PIV/PTV measuring technique, the flow physics
obtained from the study were not extensively reported. More recently,
Huang et al. (2014) studied the influence of 5 different building roof
geometries, the vaulted roof, the trapezoidal roof, the slanted roof, the
upward wedged roof and the downward wedged roofs, as well as three
different roof-height to building-height ratios for the upstream building
roof. They reported that the shape and height of an upstream roof have
significant influence on flow pattern and pollutant distribution in an
urban canyon. However, their studies used the RANS approach with a
k-ε model, which hindered detailed analyses and validation of higher-
order turbulence statistics.

Similarly, the influence of smaller roughness scale geometrical
features, such as the presence of terraces in building cornices or
balconies, on street canyon flow statistics have not yet been studied in
detail. Therefore, the understanding as to which extent small rough-
ness scale elements influence the street canyon air flow characteristics
is yet to be fully developed. Salizzoni et al. (2008) conducted wind
tunnel experiments to investigate this question over a series of street
canyons and for various street canyon aspect ratios; they reported that
the tested small-scale roughness elements (2D roughness elements that
were added to the top of the building arrays) only influence the
dynamics in the skimming flow regime, and only if they are sufficiently
large to interact with the eddies generated by the building that have a
scale ~H. However, further research on different geometrical char-
acteristics is necessary to understand the influence of smaller rough-
ness scale elements such as façade or urban elements on the in-canyon
and above-canyon flow conditions. Zajic et al. (2011), based on data
acquired from an atmospheric measurement campaign developed in
Oklahoma City during summer 2003 and which therefore would
include such small features, reported on the dependence of turbulence
quantities on incoming wind direction and time of the day. However, as
they noted, the complexity of the flow configurations causes the flows
to be largely site dependent. This limits the ability to understand the
fundamental features of the flow, which as they state “is best obtained
using laboratory and numerical investigations based on idealized
geometries” (Zajic et al., 2011). Savory et al. (2013) also pointed out
the limitations when operating on overly detailed or “realistic” setups
as they called it, given that the results become too site specific. On the
other hand, an over simplification can also prove limiting. The balance
we strike in this paper is to analyse the flow in the last canyon of a six-
identical-canyons configuration. Many urban neighbourhoods have
very homogeneous building heights and roof shapes, and the flow over
such areas can be seen to be “in equilibrium” with the underlying
surface (i.e. flow profiles are self-similar). This implies that the inflow
to each canyon (except the few ones on the edges) is similar and is
determined by the homogeneous topographic features of the neigh-
bourhood.

This choice is consequential since the influence of the upstream
building geometries, as well as the inflow conditions, have been shown to
be quite important when studying the mean and turbulent statistics
within the urban street canyon. Brown et al. (2000) developed wind
tunnel studies of a street canyon configuration composed of a seven-
building array, and described the relevance of the upstream building
configuration given the variability of the flow features from canyon #1 to
canyon #6. They reported that only after canyon #3 or #4 can the flow be
considered in equilibrium. Salizzoni et al. (2011) also studied the effect of
upstream array building configurations by varying the width of the
canyons upstream while maintaining the square geometry of the test
canyon. They reported that momentum transfer is due to coupling
between the instabilities generated in the shear layer above the canyons
and turbulent structures in the ABL. Therefore, if the building arrays are
widely spaced, it is likely that the levels of intensity and scales of
turbulence in the ABL will be reduced. Savory et al. (2013) described
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the importance of wind tunnel modelling of the flow, with the aim to
achieve approach flow conditions that most closely represent the full-scale
to study the mean, turbulence and concentration characteristics.
Furthermore, in their studies, Savory et al. (2013) also focused on the
upstream roughness elements and studied two cases based on isolated
roughness segments (3D roughness elements), and building array type
(2D roughness elements) and reported that the details of the approach
flow conditions have a strong effect on the canyon flow. They recommend
utilizing 3D upstream roughness arrangements when aiming to match
“realistic” urban-like environments given that 2-D building arrays tend to
generate a 2D flow behaviour. Similarly, Blackman et al. (2014) compared
the effect of upstream flow using building cubes or building arrays and
reported that the mean stream-wise velocity is higher for 3D than 2D
configurations, the spatially averaged shear however was reported to be
lower for the 3D case. The Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) profiles were
also reported to be different. This previous research underlines the
difficulty in defining a “realistic” inflow since changes in the upstream
geometry invariably alter the downstream flow and since in real cities the
upstream conditions are highly variable. This motivates our use of an
“equilibrium” inflow, which is the most probable in the real-world. This
approach is a departure from previous studies where all upstream models
were usually represented as flat roof configurations, and only the roofs in
the canyon under study were modified.

To summarize, previous research has indicated that urban flows are
highly sensitive to the geometry of the underlying buildings and the
upwind flow conditions, but the extent to which small-scale building
features need to be included remains uncertain. Therefore, advancing
our understanding of urban flows requires the ability to study a large
range of idealized and realistic setups. This can be most easily achieved
using numerical simulations, but the codes need to be validated for
various canonical building shapes since success in simulating flat roofs
does not necessarily extend to other more complex topographies (as we
will show in this paper). To help address these open challenges, the
overall aims of the present paper are:

(1) To evaluate the Fluent LES code for various street canyon building
geometries through idealized wind tunnel experiments, and assess
its capability to capture the influence of geometrical attributes.

(2) To understand the influence of roof and smaller-scale building
geometrical features, such as balconies, on the in-canyon and over-
canopy flows, and assess the need to include them in fluid
dynamics studies of urban terrain.

(3) To understand flow equilibration as it transitions from the upstream
inflow conditions to a homogeneous urban canopy, and therefore
evaluate whether the obtained statistics are representative of large
urban neighbourhoods with homogeneous building heights and roof
shapes.

2. Investigation setups and methods

The wind-tunnel and numerical studies presented in this paper
focus on an array of seven two-dimensional buildings as the basic
configuration. The buildings are perpendicular to the mean wind
direction, and thus the resulting six street canyons are aligned in the
cross-stream direction. This configuration was used as a reference case
for a systematic study of building geometry variations. The building
geometries that have been studied are: i) the flat roof ii) the pitched
roof, iii) the round roof, iv) the terraced building and v) building with
façade balconies. The model dimensions have been kept proportional
for both the numerical simulations and wind tunnel experiments to
ensure geometric similarity by maintaining the same ratios between all
the linear dimensions, including the spacing and height of the surface
geometries.

Three inflow conditions have been tested for the numerical cases.
Initially, the numerical simulations have been performed by imposing a
laminar and uniform inflow condition (inlet #1), designed to match the
inlet boundary conditions of the wind tunnel for validation purposes;
laminar uniform inflow is the easiest to characterize and replicate in
simulations. Once the validation process has been performed, the same
geometrical configurations have been numerically tested with a new
inlet condition, where a log profile and turbulent conditions have been
imposed (inlet #2), aiming to achieve the flow conditions that are more
representative of the approach flow present in a generalized urban-like
scenario. Finally, Brown et al. (2000) inflow conditions have been
replicated (inlet #3), to validate our LES data against their wind tunnel
measurements. Inlet #3 has only been applied to the flat roof geometry
(this is the only geometry that Brown et al. (2000)) studied, and inlet
#1 and #2 have been applied to all tested geometries.

Fig. 1 depicts the LES results (detailed later) comparing the three
inflows for all street canyons. The central vertical axes (the midpoint in
the cross-stream direction) mean velocity and turbulence statistics for
the round roof geometries are plotted. Fig. 1a shows the mean velocity
(U) profiles for all three inlet conditions, in all 6 street canyons as well
as at 2H and 4H upstream of the first model and downstream of the last
model. Fig. 1b shows the LES results for the root mean square velocity

σ σ σ σ= + +u v w
2 2 2 . As reported by Brown et al. (2000), self-similarity

of the mean and turbulent profiles is observed for all cases after canyon
#4. This confirms that the results from the last canyon are representa-
tive of an infinite array and very weakly dependent on upstream inflow
conditions; therefore, all measurements, validations, and analyses
focus on the last downstream canyon (referred to as canyon #6).

2.1. Experimental setup

For the wind tunnel experiments, high density expanded polyur-
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Fig. 1. Top figure: mean velocity magnitude U for the round roof geometry (from LES) in m s–1 for the 6 canyons, depicting the fully developed regime established in the last street
canyon (flow is from left to right). The results from all three inlet conditions are compared. The characteristics of the inlet conditions are detailed in Section 2.2.2. The bottom figure
shows the results for (σ) also for all inlets and for the round roof geometry. The results are normalized by the Ur, the upstream flow velocity at 2.5H above the bottom wall.
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ethane foam has been used to build the models (0.07 m×0.07 m for the
flat roof). The overall height of the pitched and round roofs was also
0.07 m. The models were sanded to guarantee a hydrodynamically
smooth surface, and they were extended side to side covering all the
width of the test section to obtain a quasi-2-D flow inside the street
canyons (see Fig. 2). The closed loop wind tunnel located in Princeton
University's Instructional Fluid Dynamics Laboratory was used. The
tunnel is a modified version of a wind tunnel model 407-A manufac-
tured by Engineering Laboratory Design, Inc. The test section of the
tunnel is 0.61 m (height)×0.91 m (width)×2.64 m (length). The flow
passes through a conditioning area containing a honeycomb, a screen,
and a rectangular 4.2:1 contraction area. The tunnel includes an axial
flow fan with variable pitch blades that enables a velocity range of 3.0–
55 m s–1. Due to the high forces exerted on the models at high wind
speeds, the tests were performed at up to 7.5 m s–1. The tunnel is
equipped with a heat exchanger located upstream of the flow con-
ditioning sections for flow temperature control (Jimenez, 2007).

The walls of the tunnel are built out of plexiglass surfaces that
enable full visual access to the whole test section. The test section walls
are removable for full accessibility for the installation of the physical
models. The tunnel also provides an accessible slot of 0.05 m
width×1 m length, in the centre of the test section along the wind
tunnel axis, through which we introduced the measuring probes. The
slot has been sealed for the duration of the experiments, except for the
location where the probe is introduced, such that only minimal leakage
occurs.

Measurements were conducted at two free-stream velocities Ur of
3.5 m s–1 and 7.5 m s–1, corresponding to Reynolds numbers, based on
the length scale of the buildings Lr=0.07 m and an air viscosity
ν=1.5×10–5 m2 s–1, of ReML=1.77×10

4 and 3.8×104, respectively.
The corresponding Kolmogorov length scales ranged from 4.94×10–
5 m to 2.79×10–5 m, and the characteristic large eddy turnover time
ranged between 0.0110 and 0.0217 s and (see Table 1). Upstream of
the street canyon models, the domain is 5H long between the inflow
and the first building boundary, and 15H long downstream from the
last building to the outlet. For comparison with real-world buildings,
we consider a length scale and reference velocity for prototypical
buildings and atmospheric conditions as Lp=15 m and Up=2 m s–1

with Rep=2.0×10
6 (ν of 1.5×10–5 m2 s–1). Therefore, the length scale

ratio Lr/Lp between the model and the real building is 1/200; we will
come back to the effect of the Reynolds number (Re) disparity this
leads to later in the paper.

The model scale has been made as small as possible to minimize the
pressure gradients induced by the blockage effect. However, given the
necessity to access the street canyon with the hot wire probe, the

minimum size of the street canyon width S was constrained to remain
larger than 0.07 m; the resulting blockage ratio was 11%. In order to
evaluate the blockage effect the relatively large scale of the models
could induce, two LES studies were developed with two different
domain heights of 0.61 and 0.77 m tall respectively. The results
obtained from the two LES studies have shown that the velocity
differences induced by the blockage effect are not negligible upstream
(first canyon); however, further downstream (in canyon #6) where the
research is primarily focused, the blockage effects became insignificant.
Therefore, the domain size of the wind tunnel can be considered
acceptable for the intents and purposes of this study where we are
interested in homogeneous urban roughness. Moreover, the same
domain size is reproduced in the LES studies described in the following
section such that the blockage effects do not influence the validation.
Three physical models were tested in the tunnel with different roof
geometries as depicted in Fig. 2 (recall that in the numerical simula-
tions we consider 5 geometries).

2.1.1. Measuring technique
The flow velocity measurements were conducted using a hot-wire

anemometry system operating in constant temperature anemometer
(CTA) mode, composed of i) a single hot-wire sensor exposed normal to
the air in motion, ii) a control unit which maintains the temperature of
the hot-wire sensor constant, compensating for the fluctuations
induced by the air stream, and iii) the application software for data
acquisition and analysis. The hot-wire was operated by a Dantec
Streamware constant temperature anemometer system. An etched
Wollaston wire of d=5 µm in diameter (90% Pt 10% Rh) has been
used, the sensing length l of which ranged from 1 mm to 2 mm.
Therefore, the criterion for l/d > 200 (Ligrani and Bradshaw, 1987) has
been followed in this experiment.

The Hot-wire probe calibrations for the velocity reference were
performed before and after the data of each rake were gathered using a
Pitot tube with a Setra manufacturing (model 339) electronic man-
ometer. The probe spent 2 min at every point, and each rake had 18
points. A minimum of two calibrations were conducted for each
measurement to reduce the time between calibrations and measure-
ments. The calibrations were conducted in the free-stream at 4H above
the street canyon models and for 7 different velocities at zero pitch
angle. Before the single-wire calibration was conducted, the electronic
drift of the Pitot tube pressure transducers was measured and generally
found to be insignificant. Calibration data were fitted using King's law
assumption. If the difference between the calibration curves before and
after each measurement was larger than 5% in velocity, the measure-
ments were discarded. The tunnel temperature was regulated such that
no temperature correction was deemed necessary.

While hot wires prove adequate for turbulence measurements
because of their high temporal resolution, their downside is that they
only provide measurements at one point at a time. To sample at
multiple points in canyon #6, the hot-wire probe was moved with the
aid of three robotic stages that cover the x, y and z axis for a three-
dimensional mapping. A grid of 5 sampling points in x (streamwise), 3
sampling points in y (cross-stream) and 18 sampling points in z
(vertical) was covered for each experiment. The sampling area has been
constrained between 0.5H (it was impractical to reach the wind tunnel
surface) and 3H in z to understand the flow variability below and above

Fig. 2. Wind tunnel setup: a) flat roof b) pitched roof c) round roof and d) close up view in canyon #6.

Table 1
Experimental setup parameters.

Ur=3.5 m s–1 Ur=7.5 m s–1

Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation=ε U H≈ /r
3 564 m2 s–3 5551 m2 s–3

Kolmogorov length scale η ν ε= ( / )3 1/4 4.94×10–5 m 2.79×10–5 m

Kolmogorov time scale τ ν ε= ( / )n
1/2 1.63×10–4 s 5.19×10–5 s

Kolmogorov time/sampling rate τ s/n r 9.6 3.1

Characteristic eddy turn-over time t l u= /r r0 2.17×10–2 s 1.10×10–2 s
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the urban canopy layer (UCL). This resulted in 270 points sampled per
experiment. At each measurement position, time histories of stream-
wise velocity, U(t), were acquired at a rate of 60 kHz for 120 s to
guarantee that both the Kolmogorov and integral length scales were
captured. Note that since the building-scale eddy turnover time was
≲2×10–2 s (see Table 1), over 6000 large eddies were sampled at every
point, guaranteeing statistical convergence of the results.

2.1.2. Fog experiment
Seeking a qualitative visualization to understand the flow behaviour

when interacting with the different building geometries, a mineral oil
fog visualization analysis has been performed. The fog source has been
positioned in the middle of the street canyon to visualize the air
exchange patterns between the canyon and free stream flows. A small
diameter tube was used to release the gas, ensuring that flow
disturbance by the tube does not generate larger local pressure
fluctuations that would influence the fog release (see Fig. 3). The fog
generator keeps the pipe full of fog at all times and the fog is released
by the suction force induced by the incoming air flow which channels
the fog out from the tube. While we could not ensure that this setup
result in an entrance fog velocity that is insignificant to the transport,
we note that the use of these results is only qualitative and the patterns
observed do agree with the numerical simulations as will be shown
later.

LED light sources were placed in a linear configuration, on the top
and bottom of the test section outside of the tunnel and perpendicular
to the street canyon. In order to produce a vertical light sheet in the
street canyon section flow, the LED light beams have been channelled
through 4 parallel vertical foam boards (0.75 m (height)×0.75 m
(width)×0.015 m (thick)), 2 on top of the test section and 2 below.
The boards have a separation of 0.015 m between them to let the LED
light source in, and direct the light along the panel length to reduce the
angle of the light beam (focus it) when it reaches the street canyon.

To guarantee full blackout, all surfaces of the test section were
covered with a black film. A slot at height 1 H, aligned with the centre
of the street canyon, was left open to locate the camera objective. A
video of 60 s was recorded for each geometry. The instantaneous
photos displayed in Fig. 3 characterize the dominant flow features,
which were consistent for each roof at various times, but differed for
various roof types. A video visualization for the 3 roof geometries has
also been made available. As can be seen in the figure, the flow patterns
are quite different and some coherent features can be observed even in
this instantaneous shot. We will elaborate on these differences in
Section 3.

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online
at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jweia.2017.03.007.

2.2. Numerical setup

The LES technique strikes a balance between the more computa-
tionally demanding direct numerical simulation approach that resolves
all turbulent scales, and the less accurate Reynolds-averaged Navier
Stokes simulations where only the mean flow is resolved and all
turbulence scales are parameterized (Georgiadis et al., 2010; Pope,
2000). LES directly calculates the large-scale turbulent structures,
larger than the grid or filter scale, and only requires modelling of the

smaller scales. The technique has thus become the tool of choice for
turbulent flow simulation in many engineering and environmental
applications, including urban flows (Bou-Zeid et al., 2009; Inagaki
et al., 2012; Xie and Castro, 2009; Yaghoobian et al., 2014). Therefore,
we use LES to numerically simulate the experimental setup, with the
aims of validating the model and augmenting the experimental data
with the 3D fields of all parameters that the simulations can provide, as
well as test the influence of geometry on the capabilities of the
simulations. Here we use the LES solver of Fluent 15 (Ansys Inc.).

The filtered LES continuity and momentum equations solved by
Fluent LES reduce for incompressible flow to:
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ui is the full velocity vector in index notation, which can be Reynolds-
decomposed into a mean Ui (capital letters always denote means) and a
perturbation u′ (primes always denote turbulent perturbations). xi is
the position vector and p the pressure. The overbar denotes filtering;
Sij is the strain rate tensor; and τij is the subgrid scale (SGS) stress
tensor. Only the deviatoric part of τij is modelled in Fluent via an SGS
eddy viscosity (νt) closure, τ νS= –2ij

D
t ij, while the isotropic part is added

to the pressure as is common in many LES codes (e.g. Bou-Zeid, 2005).
Specifically, the Algebraic Wall-Modelled LES (WMLES) subgrid SGS
model has been used for the different numerical simulations. WMLES
is a hybrid RANS/LES method, where RANS is used in regions where
the turbulence is in equilibrium, such as in wall boundary layers, and
LES is used where non-equilibrium occurs, typically away from walls.
This approach relaxes the need to resolve the viscous sublayer (wall-
resolved LES, see Pope (2000)) and drastically reduces the computa-
tional cost of the simulations. The SGS eddy viscosity νt in WMLES is
calculated through the formulation of Shur et al. (2008), which
combines a mixing length model for the RANS region, a modified
Smagorinsky model (Smagorinsky, 1963) for the LES region, and a wall
damping function (Piomelli et al., 1988). The resulting expression of νt
hence features a hybrid mixing length scale (Fluent 15 Theory
Guideline (ANSYS, 2013)):
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25
,t w smag

2 2
+ 3
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where dw is the distance to the wall; S is the strain rate magnitude;
k=0.41 is the von Kármán constant; CSmag=0.2 is the Smagorinsky
model constant; and y+ is the distance normal to the wall in viscous
units. The LES model uses a modified grid filter scale to account for the
grid anisotropies in wall-modelled flows:

Δ C d C h h h= min(max( ; ; ); ).w w w wnmax max (4)

Here, hmax is the maximum edge length of the cell, hwn the wall-
normal grid spacing, and Cw=0.15 a constant.

The pressure-velocity coupling follows the SIMPLEC scheme. The
spatial discretization for the momentum and energy equations uses the
Least Squares Cell based method for the gradient, standard method for
the pressure, and bounded central differencing for the momentum. The

Fig. 3. Fog visualizations for the a) flat roof b) pitched roof c) round roof; mean flow is from left to right. (The flow travels from left to right).
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time advancement uses an implicit second-order scheme. The dimen-
sional time step size has been set to dt=0.00025 s and the cases have
been run for 20,000 time-steps. The time-step ensures that the
Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number (Courant et al., 1928) is
always smaller than 1 (≈0.32) at all grid points. Since the eddy
turnover time is ~0.0076 s due to the small spatial scale of the model
(see Table 2), each simulation includes about 600 eddy turnovers. The
initial 10,000 time-steps were for warm-up and were not considered in
the calculations to remove the influence of the initial conditions. The
results shown are hence averaged over the last 10,000 time steps,
equivalent to about 300 eddy turnovers (about 2.5 s in physical time)
which is sufficient for the statistics to converge.

Since Fluent computes the molecular viscous terms in the momen-
tum equations, and captures the influence of viscosity on the flow-wall

interaction in the WMLES, the simulations should in principle
reproduce the correct Re of the flow given the velocity and spatial
scale inputs (it is not an inviscid wall-modelled LES). The simulations
should thus also have preserved the dynamic similarity vis-à-vis the
experiments since the chosen Re are very close.

2.2.1. Computational grid
Grid sensitivity analysis has been performed for two of the studied

geometries cases, the flat roof and the round roof geometries. Three
grid resolutions, composed by isotropic hexahedral cells, have been
tested for each of the cases. Isotropic meshes have been preferred so
that grid stretching and compression is negligible in regions of high
gradients, to keep the truncation error small (Franke et al., 2007). The
number of cells in the different meshes were 8.2×106, 4.6×106 and
2.4×106 cells. The results obtained with the two higher resolution
meshes are reasonably close for the mean velocity profiles as displayed
in Fig. 4a. Only the resolved parts of the variances are provided as
output by Fluent and used or plotted throughout this paper. Therefore,
the root mean-square (rms) velocity σ will not converge since as the
grid is refined more scales are resolved by the LES, leading to a
continuous increase in σ. However, the results in Fig. 4b suggest that
the trends of the profiles are consistent across all resolutions.
Therefore, the intermediate grid resolution has been utilized for the
studied building geometries.

Table 2
Numerical setup parameters.

Front/top area density λf, λp=0.076 m

Inlet velocity Ur=10 m s–1

Local grid scale Δ=0.0076 m
Flow time over full domain TFD=LUr

–1=0.37 s
Time computed Tc=3.75 s
Building-scale eddy turnover time TT0≈HUr=0.0076 s

Fig. 4. a) The mean velocity profiles for the 3 grid resolutions and 2 geometries. b) The root mean square profiles for the 3 grid resolutions and 2 geometries. c) Round roof geometry
mesh resolution example d) The mean velocity profiles for the studied inlet conditions: Brown's inlet profile, the wind tunnel inlet profile, Inlet #1, Inlet #2 and Inlet #3.
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This adopted resolution results in grid cells of
0.007×0.007×0.007 m, equivalent to having about 10 grid points
spanning each building facet. The flat roof mesh domain is composed
of 80×120×490 (H×W×L); that is about 4.704×106 grid nodes. The
pitched roof mesh domain is composed by 4.8×106 grid nodes. The
round roof mesh domain is composed by 4.8×106 grid nodes. The
terraced model is covered by 4.7×106 grid nodes, and the one with
balconies by 4.7×106 grid nodes.

The computational domain is 3.724 m long, 0.912 m wide and
0.608 m tall, mimicking the cross section of the wind tunnel (see
Fig. 5). Between the first street canyon model and the inlet there are
1.308 m, and the same distance is used from the last canyon model to
the outlet (there is no need to match the wind tunnel length). A sample
of the instantaneous flow fields generated for two of the studied
geometries is depicted in Fig. 6. Note that these fields are from
simulations with a laminar inflow (Inlet #1) and thus the incoming
turbulence levels are very low. As in the wind tunnel visualizations of
Section 2.1.2, the results suggest a strong influence of the geometry on
the flow patterns and the circulation in the canyon.

2.2.2. Boundary conditions
Hydraulically smooth walls were assumed for the ground, top and

side walls, as well as all building surfaces (consistent with the mixing
length formulation given in Eq. (3)). Fluent's “outlet” boundary

condition has been specified at the downstream end of the domain; it
extrapolates the needed gradients from within the domain to the
boundary to limit the impact of this boundary on the rest of the flow.

As stated in the introduction, three inlet conditions have been
tested for all studied building geometries. Here we provide further
details about these inflows:

a) Inlet #1: Designed to match the idealized wind tunnel inlet
conditions for validation purposes. A fully laminar flow with a
uniform inlet velocity of 10 m s–1 has been defined. This inflow will
be the default one used for all results and figures unless otherwise
noted.

b) Inlet #2: Has been used to reproduce flow conditions that are more
likely in a real urban environment. A turbulent inflow with an
imposed log profile with high roughness length (mimicking rough
urban terrain also upwind) has been implemented aiming to
reproduce a highly complex urban structure. A logarithmic velocity
profile with a fluctuating velocity generated using the so-called
“Vortex Method” available in Fluent (Mathey et al., 2006) has been
used. Through this method, in the inlet plane, a given number N of
vortices is generated at each time step. Their intensity and size
depends on the imposed local value of the turbulent intensity I
(taken as 5%) and the molecular to turbulent viscosity ratio (taken
as 10%). More details about this technique and validation studies

Fig. 5. Wind tunnel and LES domain setup and vertical profile measuring locations. In the wind tunnel, flow measurements have been collected for vertical rakes FC6, MC6 and BC6. In
LES, apart from the rakes in canyon #6, further vertical rakes have been recorded as depicted in the figure. In the comparison to the data of Brown et al. (2000), results are also evaluated
in canyon #2 as well as in BL01 and BL02 since measurements in that canyon are available in that study.

Fig. 6. LES instantaneous velocity vector plots overlaid on a pseudo-colour plot of the velocity magnitude: a) Round roof b) Building with balconies. The results are normalized by Ur,
the upstream flow velocity at 2.5H. All plots use inlet conditions #1.
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can be found in Mathey et al. (2006). Based on prior studies that
have looked at air flow around a wall-mounted cube, it has been
considered that the flow field can be simulated in an accurate way
with a vortex number of N=190 (Gousseau et al., 2011). The same
value has been also utilized in this simulation. The log law mean
profile simply follows the classic formulation:

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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⎤
⎦
⎥⎥U z

u
k

z d
z

( ) = * ln − ,
0 (5)

where terrain roughness is set to z0=0.03 m (aiming to reproduce
the flow features of a highly rough urban environment) and the
friction velocity to u*=0.34 m s–1. The resulting profile (see Fig. 4b)
yields a very strong shear that is quite distinct from the laminar
profile, and the two analysed together thus provide a wide range of
possible inflows.

c) Inlet #3: Has been defined to match (Brown et al., 2000) inlet
conditions for validation purposes. The inlet velocity profile
obtained from Brown et al. (2000) is shown in Fig. 4b. It is
intermediate between inlets #1 and #2 in terms of shear.

Inlet #3 has only been tested for the flat roof geometry. Inlet #1 and
#2 on the other hand have been tested for all studied building
geometries.

3. Results and discussion

In Fig. 7, the numerical experiments (using Inlet#3) for the flat roof
geometry are validated against data from Brown et al. (2000) who, for a
similar setup with an array of 7 buildings, studied the air flow and
turbulence statistics. Vertical profiles have been compared for canyon
#2 (FC2, MC2, BC2), canyon for which detailed TKE data for 5 vertical
rakes is provided, canyon #6 (FC6, MC6, BC6) for comparison purposes
with the canyon where the LES results have been displayed, and
downstream (BC0.1, BC5.5) (see Fig. 5 for locations). The mean velocity
results are in very good agreement in canyon #6 as well as downstream
of the array, with differences of about 5%. The turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE σ σ σ σ= /2 = ( + + )/2u v w

2 2 2 2 , where σ2 is the total variance) plots
display larger discrepancies than the mean velocity results (Fig. 7d);
however the differences remain acceptable. Overall, the profile trends
are captured accurately and the quantitative errors remain moderate.

The numerical experiments (using Inlet #1) have also been
validated against the wind tunnel results we acquired in this study
(only in canyon #6) as shown in Fig. 8. The measurements gathered
from the wind tunnel represent the total Ut collected with the single
hotwire. Since the hotwire was oriented perpendicular to the axis of the
approaching flow, it was not sensitive to the cross-stream flow and its
measurement thus mainly represent the streamwise and vertical
components. Furthermore, the hotwire does not capture the direction-
ality of the approaching flow, so absolute values have been considered
for the plot comparisons with the wind tunnel data. Ut (total velocity)

Fig. 7. LES flat roof comparison following Inlet #3 inflow conditions compared with Brown et al. (2000). As shown in the graphs, LES stands for the results obtained through the large
eddy simulations, and Br stands for the results obtained by Brown et al. (2000); refer to Fig. 5 for location information and acronyms. a) U velocity profile in canyon #6 (for FC6, MC6,
BC6). b) W velocity profile for canyon #6 (for FC6, MC6, BC6). c) U velocity profile for downstream B0.1H, B5.5H. d) TKE profiles for canyon #2 (for FC2, MC2, BC2) and for canyon #6
(for MC6). All velocities are normalized using the velocity Ur at 2.5 H upstream.
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represents the vectorial magnitude (U 2+W2)1/2. The total variance, σt
2

accounts for σu
2+σw

2, and the total root mean square (rms) is thus
represented by σt. The reference velocity Ur has been considered at
2.5H upstream. We also plot the full flow velocity magnitude U (which
will be very close to Ut since mean V≈0) and the full variance σ2, with
contributions from all velocities components u, v and w from the LES
results for illustration, although these cannot be directly compared to
the measurements. In addition, to capture the errors in the wind tunnel
measurements attributed to either incomplete statistical convergence

or incomplete homogeneity in the cross-stream direction, we collected
data from multiple cross-stream locations and we show the standard
deviation between their measurements as error bars on the wind tunnel
data in the upcoming plots to delineate the possible range of experi-
mental data.

Three measuring lines (FC6, MC6, BC6) have been gathered for
canyon #6, for each geometric configuration (see Fig. 5). The compar-
ison of the wind tunnel and LES results for the flat roof geometry show
a good agreement with largest differences at elevations between 1H and

Fig. 8. Wind Tunnel and LES result (with imposed Inlet #1 inflow conditions) comparison for canyon #6 until 4 H. All values are normalized by Ur. The left panels depict the wind
tunnel Ut and LES Ut, U, 〈u〉 and 〈w〉 for a) Flat roof, c) Pitched roof, and e) Round roof. The right panels depict the wind tunnel σt

2 and LES σt
2, σ2, σu

2, σw
2 for b) Flat roof, d) Pitched

roof, and f) Round roof. For validation, the total components plotted in black should be compared.
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2H for the mean velocities (compare black lines and markers in
Fig. 8a). The σt

2 plots show a good agreement with differences smaller
than 15% (compare black lines and markers in Fig. 8b). The compar-
ison of the mean velocity between the wind tunnel and LES results for
the pitched roof geometry also show a very good agreement with
differences smaller than 5% (see Fig. 8c); similarly good agreement is
observed for the case of the round roof geometry mean velocity (see
Fig. 8d). On the other hand, the comparison for the σt

2 plots between
the wind tunnel and LES results show larger differences for both the
pitched and round roof geometries, compared to the σt

2 plots of the flat
roofs or to the means. While the wind tunnel and LES results agree
qualitatively on higher turbulence levels for the pitched and round
roofs in comparison to the flat roof, LES appears to overestimate the
turbulence statistics in comparison to the wind tunnel results. The
mismatch in the inlet velocity or an underestimation by the hot wire of
the variance due to the low velocity in the canyon might be potential
causes of this discrepancy; but one would expect such a mismatch to
also influence the results of the flat roof and the means. This leaves us
with the distinct possibility that LES has more difficulty in capturing
the turbulence inside the canopy over non-flat roofs, and this is
affecting turbulence levels inside as well as outside the canopy layer.
An additional challenge for LES over the round and pitched roofs is to

capture the separation correctly ((Temmerman et al., 2003) for an in-
depth analysis of this challenge for LES over a round hill). For the flat
roof, the separation occurs at the corner of the building (easy to
capture) (Aynsley, 1999), but for the other roofs, a clear separation
point is not imposed by the geometry and the LES might have more
difficulty matching it exactly given that, particularly in simulations like
ours, LES relies on wall-modelling. In addition, the separation will be
sensitive to the effective Re of the simulation.

Aiming to understand the effect of Re on simulations of flow over
smooth geometries, for the round and the flat roof geometries, further
simulations have been performed at higher Re (corresponding to a real
world prototype). The results at the higher Re are presented in the
Appendix A; but will be compared in the text to the results at the lower
Re, model. Fig. 9 depicts a vector plot of the mean velocity overlaid on a
pseudo-colour plots of the sum of the streamwise and vertical velocity
standard deviation at the model Reynolds number for all geometries,
while the plots shown in Fig. A1 are the same but based on the real
prototype Re and for the flat roof and round roofs only. The results
obtained for the flat roof geometry, qualitatively speaking, show
reasonably consistent features between the results at both Reynolds
numbers. Recirculation within canyon is observed in both cases and the
turbulence intensity appears consistently highest in the shear layer

Fig. 9. LES results (with imposed Inlet #1 inflow conditions) for air flow and turbulence statistics for the 5 different building geometries. The plots show σt as a pseudo-colours, and the
mean velocity as a vector plot.
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near the building roofs in both simulations. The round roof geometry,
on the other hand, appears to be more sensitive to the Re. The
separation point on the leeward face of the upwind building and the
reattachment point on the windward face of the downwind building are
both shifted at higher Re; the flow velocity in the shear layer is
increased, weakening the within canyon vortex. Therefore, it appears
reasonable to infer that larger differences are observed for the round
roof geometry as Re varies. The differences observed between the wind
tunnel and LES variances in Fig. 8f might hence be attributed to the
two inter-related factors: (1) the sensitivity of round roof geometries to
the Reynolds number, and (2) the difficulty wall-modelled LES faces in
capturing how Re exactly affects the location of the separation and
reattachment points. This finding is consequential; it implies that
validating an LES code for flat roofs or sharp geometries in general
does not guarantee equivalent performance for all geometries and
further studies are needed to fully investigate this topic. Solving this
challenge is beyond the scope of this paper since it requires advances in
wall-modelling of LES that remain lacking, but these comparisons
serve to inform us on the need for these advances and on the
uncertainty in our simulation results.

Despite the potential inaccuracy in the LES and the need to
consider the influence of Re, the experiments and the simulations at
all Re unambiguously show significant differences in the flow and
turbulence fields between the various roof geometries. This can be seen
qualitatively in Fig. 9. To better quantify these differences, we depict
the turbulence statistics profiles from the different geometries on the
same plot in Fig. 10, from both the experiment and the simulations.
Within canyon, the pitched and round roofs show larger mean velocity
gradients indicating a stronger circulation than in the case of the flat
roof (Fig. 10a), and a higher potential for turbulence generation. While
the round roof shows largest velocity gradients, the differences in the
mean velocities between the pitched and round roofs are more subtle
than those observed in comparison to the flat roof. These differences
are in agreement with the fog studies that also display large differences
between the flat and the two other roof geometries, and more similar
trends between the pitched and round roofs (Fig. 3). The velocity
variances within canyon, show similar tendencies (Fig. 10b). The LES
results feature large differences between the studied geometries with
differences of an order of magnitude between the flat and the other two
roof geometries. The wind tunnel results, while also showing larger
turbulence levels for the case of the pitched and round roofs in
comparison to the flat roof, indicate smaller differences than those
observed in the LES calculations.

A comparison of the LES flow patterns in the central vertical plane
of canyon #6 for the 3 different roof geometries, in addition to the two
facade configurations that were not featured in the wind tunnel, is

shown in Figs. 9, 11, and 12. These plots include LES results using Inlet

#1. The mean velocity vectorU U W
→

=
→

+
⎯→⎯

t is presented as a vector plot.
The pseudo-colour plots display information about the root mean
square σt, absolute pressure, and cross-stream vorticity.

As with roof geometries, the variations in façade configurations
seem to have a strong impact on the turbulence statistics. The results
corroborate the ones depicted in the previous figures, but spatial
features in the x-z plane provide richer information on the influence
of roof and façade features on the flow. The magnitude of the
turbulence intensity increases for the pitched and round roof geome-
tries in comparison to the flat roof, the round roof being the geometry
where the largest turbulence intensities are observed. The presence of
balconies decreases the turbulence intensity in the street canyon. While
the terrace appears to create a weaker effect, it increases the depth of
the shear layer in comparison with the flat roof geometry. In all cases,
the highest turbulence levels are observed in the shear zone near the
roof level, but the depth of this zone varies for the different cases. While
the shear zone penetrates the canyon in all studied cases in the area
adjacent to the upstream face, the turbulence intensity and the
turbulent exchanges between the street canyon and the air above seem
to differ with the different geometries. For the pitched and round roofs,
the flow redirection that takes place on the upstream roof slope creates
a strong downdraft over that face, inducing higher turbulent intensities
and potentially enhancing street ventilation and pollutant dispersion.

Within canyon velocity standard deviations (σt) for the pitched and
round roofs are more than double those observed for the flat roof
geometry (see Fig. 9). These differences appear to be mostly related to
variations in σw, which displays large differences between the studied
geometries than σu. The LES results show that the round roof geometry
generates the largest σw, while the flat roof reduces the vertical
turbulent exchanges between the urban canopy layer and the free
atmosphere. The terraced building, in comparison to the flat roof,
increases air flow and turbulence within canyon. On the other hand, the
presence of balconies affects the stagnation of air within canyon
considerably, diminishing the strength of the mean recirculating flow
and reducing the turbulence intensity.

The pressure differences obtained from LES for the flat roof remain
about ΔP=20 Pa, increasing to 30 Pa for the pitched roof and to 40 Pa
for the round roof configurations (see Fig. 11). For the flat roof, the
stagnation point is observable in the windward vertex of the roof
corner, while for the pitched and round roofs, it is located in the middle
of the roof slopes. The flow separation point is at the leeward vertex for
the flat roof, slightly below the crest for the pitched roof, and almost
half way down the roof height for the round geometry. The terrace
building and balcony buildings, present analogous pressure differences
to those observed for the flat roof. These differences in the separation

Fig. 10. Overlay of wind tunnel and LES result (with imposed Inlet #1 inflow conditions) for canyon #6 up to a height of 3 H for the Flat, Pitched and Round roof geometries. a) wind
tunnel Ut and LES Ut, b) wind tunnel σt

2 and LES σt
2.
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and stagnation points explain the dissimilarities in the velocity profiles,
as well as the distinct cross-stream vorticity maps shown in Fig. 12. The
vorticity patterns are more complex for the pitched and round roofs,
and high vorticity levels span a larger height range around the roof top
compared to the other geometries, again indicating stronger turbulence
and mixing. Note that both the vector plots of the velocity and pseudo-
colour plot of vorticity are from an instantaneous field in Fig. 12 (rather
than from means as in Figs. 9 and 11).

An important aspect to consider is the upstream buildings config-
uration, which dictates inflow conditions for downstream buildings. In
Fig. 9 the differences created by the upstream geometries on the
incoming flows can be observed. The highest turbulence intensities in
the incoming flow are observed for the round and pitched roof
geometries followed by the building with terraces. The flat roof and
building with balconies show the lowest turbulence intensities. As such,
and despite the fact that in Fig. 1 we have observed that the flow after
canyon #4 is less dependent on the inflow to the domain, the upstream
geometries play a decisive role in the turbulence characteristics of the
incoming flow for a given canyon. Therefore, configurations with mixed
roof geometries are going to behave very differently from canopies with
homogeneous topographies.

The qualitative fog analysis experiments (see Fig. 3) and the LES

instantaneous velocity plots shown in Figs. 6 and 12 further corrobo-
rate the differences between the studied 3 roof geometries. The mean
recirculating flow develops more clearly for the flat roof geometry,
inducing a stronger trapping of the air volume within the street canyon
(see Fig. 3). For the geometries of the pitched and round roofs, less
organized turbulent structures dominate the air flow characteristics,
inducing larger exchanges between the street canyon and free atmo-
sphere. In the case of the round geometry, an elevated small vortex is
developed at the upstream face that appears to relate to the position of
the stagnation point in the roof as shown in the numerical simulations.
In the centre of the street canyon, the flat roof geometry displays low
velocities that suggest the presence of the within-canyon vortex. The
pitched roof results show less organized flow structures, and overall
higher velocities are observed within the canyon suggesting larger
exchanges with the over canopy flows. The round roof geometry results
also show less organized flow features within canyon, while as observed
in the fog studies, they display a roof-level vortex attached to the
upstream slope.

4. Conclusions

Through wind tunnel experiments and large eddy simulations,

Fig. 11. LES results (with imposed Inlet #1 inflow conditions) for air flow and mean pressure for the 5 different building geometries. Mean velocity is displayed with vectors. The
pseudo-colours show the mean pressure plots.
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different building geometries have been studied to produce a compara-
tive overview of the impact of some of the most common building
typologies on air flow and turbulence statistics in the urban street
canyon, as well as to assess the ability of LES to reproduce these
impacts. The Fluent LES code for complex architectural geometries was
evaluated against wind tunnel experiments. Comparisons demonstrate
that the LES results are overall in good agreement with the wind tunnel
experiments, and can be used as a basis for understanding the detailed
flow dynamics through the time-varying three-dimensional fields they
provide. However, the error is found to depend on geometry, with
round and pitched roofs exhibiting a larger discrepancy due to the fact
that replicating the exact location of the separation point is more
difficult with these geometries. Moreover, a higher sensitivity of the
separation and reattachment points locations to the Reynolds number
is documented for these geometries, underlining the more challenging
flow attributes that LES has to capture. Therefore, while the LES with
wall-modelling used here provides results that are qualitatively reliable
and consistent with wind tunnel data, more research is needed on the
impact of geometry on the performance of wall-models. Once the
numerical model had been evaluated against the wind tunnel results
collected for this study, two more inflow conditions were tested for
validation purposes with prior literature (Brown et al., 2000), as well as

to reproduce inflow characteristics more similar to real urban environ-
ments.

The results indicated that the influence of the inflow characteristics
(as well as the flow blockage due to finite domain height) are less
perceivable by canyon #6 compared to canyons #1–#4. The influence
of smaller architectural features in the upstream building geometries
has also been discussed to conclude that not only urban scale
considerations, but architectural scale features such as building roof
geometries and balconies should be taken into account when setting up
the upstream building conditions given their impact on the turbulence
intensity of the incoming flow.

The present results have also shown that architectural features,
such as roof geometries or façade elements, play a decisive role in the
airflow and turbulence statistics of the urban street canyon. By altering
the surface roughness of the interface between the urban canopy layer
and the air above, building geometries affect the flow features and
pressure gradients over and within the urban street canyons, and as a
consequence influence the mean and turbulent exchanges at the
pedestrian level. Roofs of complex shapes (round or pitched) result
in much higher turbulence intensity and mixing compared to flat roofs,
while façade elements such as balconies produce the opposite effect.
Therefore, it appears reasonable to suggest that through a formal

Fig. 12. LES results (with imposed Inlet #1 inflow conditions) for the instantaneous cross-stream vorticity for the 5 different building geometries. Instantaneous velocity U W
→

+
⎯→⎯

is
displayed with vectors. The pseudo-colours show mean y-vorticity plots.
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exploration of building geometries, the ventilation potential of urban
canyons can be increased to improve the air quality within the street
canyon by reducing the presence of pollutant concentrations and heat
entrapment. However, the parameter space of such investigations
should also consider the wind angle and the highly-variable large-scale
flow patterns that are typical in real-cities, but not reproducible in wind
tunnel or idealized simulations. The flow patterns we observe here will
be sensitive to these two parameters.

Further research is required to study the influence of additional
architectural features and the extrapolation of street canyon air flow
and turbulence fields obtained from experimental work to real world
scenarios, particularly given the sensitivity to the Reynolds number
that non-flat roofs displayed in our analyses. This will be the focus of a
future publication, which will further elaborate on the results obtained
using realistic inflow conditions, and focus on the influence of

architecture on the street canyon ventilation potential and air exchange
rate.
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Appendix A

In (Figs. A1–A3), the results for σ, the mean pressure plots, and the y-axis vorticity obtained from the simulations performed at the real
prototype Re for two of the studied geometries (the flat roof and the round roof geometries) are displayed. The simulations have been performed
using inlet #1 conditions, that is, a laminar and uniform inflow has been imposed with an inlet velocity of 10 m s–1. The results show that the
sensitivity to the Reynolds number varies depending on the building geometry. The results obtained for the flat roof geometry, qualitatively
speaking, show reasonably consistent features at both the model and prototype Re. A within-canyon vortex is observed in both cases and the
turbulence intensity appears consistently highest in the shear layer in both simulations. The results obtained for the round roof geometry show a
larger Re sensitivity. A delay in the separation point is observed at higher Re (see Fig. A2), and the location of the reattachment point on the
downwind building also appears to be sensitive to Re. For both geometries, the presence of the within canyon vortex is weakened for higher Re
simulations, but this is more clearly perceived in the results obtained for the round roof geometry. Also visible in Fig. A2, the negative pressures
exerted over building array #7 (induced due to the lack of further downstream canyons after canyon #6) are more noticeable for the simulations at
real prototype Re.

Fig. A1. LES results for Reynolds number equivalent to real prototype (with imposed Inlet #1 inflow conditions) for air flow and turbulence statistics for the round roof and flat roof
building geometries. The plots show σ as pseudo-colours, and the mean velocity as a vector plot.

Fig. A2. LES results for Reynolds number equivalent to real prototype (with imposed Inlet #1 inflow conditions) for air flow and turbulence statistics for the round roof and flat roof
building geometries. Mean velocity is displayed with vectors. The pseudo-colours show the mean pressure plots.
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The y-vorticity plot (Fig. A3) for the flat roofs show qualitatively consistent patterns for both studied Reynolds numbers. The higher Reynolds
number simulations developed for the round roof geometries, on the other hand, display a within canyon vortex located at the centre height of the
roofs, instead of the centre of the street canyon as with the model Re simulations. The vorticity plots are however from instantaneous fields, and one
can notice the much stronger differences between the instantaneous and mean fields for the round roofs (compare vector plots in the right panels of
Figs. A1 and A3) than for the flat roofs (compare vector plots in the lefts panels of Figs. A1 and A3).

Overall, the main features observed in the model Reynolds number simulations remain in agreement with the higher Reynolds number studies.
Higher turbulent intensities are observed for the round roof geometry than for the flat roof geometry; confirming that the flow characteristics within
the street canyon are very sensitive to the building geometries.
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